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Create the look of a postage stamp on polymer clay. This unique transfer method will give you
beautiful results easily and in seconds. Imprinting and the addition of optional clay striping
completes the postage stamp illusion The optional addition of Magic Glos™ UV resin makes the
pendant appear to be sealed under glass or you can leave the piece with a matte finish.
Materials
I recommend FIMO Soft or Professional clays in black and white
Lisa Pavelka Waterslide Transfers (I used the Fine Arts Collection)
“Going Places” texture stamp
FIMO Decorating Gel
Poly Bonder Glue
Pigment or Dye based black inkpad (I use Colorbox ink pads)
Craft dedicated pasta machine
Acrylic roller
Polymer clay blade
2 – 4, 8mm (or larger) silver jump rings
6” x 6” (or larger) smooth ceramic work tile
Deli or parchment paper
Coarse sandpaper
Baby Wipes
Scissors
Water
Optional: Wavy Blade™ and Magic Glos UV Resin

Note: Condition all clay before use starting with white first. Knead or roll through the pasta machine
until smooth and pliable.
1. Roll a 2” x 2” piece of white clay through the 3rd largest setting of the pasta machine and place on
the baking/work tile. Make sure there are no air bubbles between the clay and the tile surface.
2. Trim the desired transfer to the edges (or use a scrapbook punch). Use your index finger to
burnish the transfer face-down over the clay, with firm, even pressure, starting at one edge and
slowly working your way across the transfer to ensure air bubble cannot be trapped under the
image.
3. Apply a few drops of water to the transfer backing until thoroughly saturated. While waiting for the
water to release the transfer, trim away excess white clay from backing’s edges with the clay blade.
4. After a minute, blot the excess water away with a paper towel or baby wipe. Slide the paper
backing away and lightly wipe away the residue from the transferred image. If any air bubbles
appear, smooth them out towards the edges with a damp fingertip. Trim away excess clay.
5. When the transfer surface is dry to the touch, imprint the bottom third of the transfer using one of
the small circle cancellation marks at the bottom center and an imprint of the wavy lines to the right.
This will appear to go off the edge of the transfer like a canceled postage stamp. The ink will be
heat set permanently in the oven. Bake the clay transfer on the tile for 10 minutes at 230 – 250ºF
degrees. When cool, spread a very thin coating of FIMO decorating gel over the surface and rebake for 10 minutes and cool.
6. Roll out a 3” x 3” piece of black clay rolled through the 4rd largest setting of the pasta machine
and place on deli/parchment paper. Glue the baked image transfer over the black clay with a few
strokes of Poly Bonder. Press firmly to bond the two layers together.
7. Texture the exposed black clay with coarse sand paper or other tool.
8. Trim the black clay to the desired shape and size. In my example, I trimmed the vertical edges
with a wavy blade and add optional striping along the top and bottom edges. Cut a strips of optional
striping following the directions below) and press against the edges of the black clay with the side of
the clay blade. Bake as directed in Step 5 for 10 minutes.
9. Press a tiny pinch of black clay and glue to the top center of the baked image tile. Pull the jump
ring apart so that it has a small gap between the ends as shown below. Press the jump ring into the
glued clay.

10. Roll out another small sheet of black clay on the 4th or 5th largest setting of the pasta machine.
Attach this to the back of the image transfer tile using a few strokes of Poly Bonder glue. This will
cover and seal the jump ring in place. Texture the backing with sandpaper and trim away the excess
clay. Bake one final time for 25 minutes. After cooling, suspend on a chain or cord using one or
three additional jump rings.
Optional Striping
1. Stack two - 2” x 3” sheets of black and white clay that have been rolled through the 4th largest
setting of the pasta machine. Roll the layered clay through the largest, 2nd or 3rd largest setting of
the pasta machine; depending on how thin you want your stripes to be.
2. Cut this sheet into quarters (3/4” lengths) and stack one over the other, with the layered colors
alternating.
10. Cut several 1/16” thick slices from the striped loaf. For best results, always slice through the
stack with the stripes lying horizontally. If the striping is too thick, use the acrylic roller to thin the
stripes (always rolling in the direction of the stripes to stretch them without distorting). Cut thin strips
and abut against two (as shown) or four sides of the black clay background and bake as directed in
Step 8; before completing Steps 9 and 10.

Optional:
If a glass-like finish is desired, add Magic Glos™ UV resin to the image transfer area. Follow
package directions or view one of the helpful video tutorials at www.lisapavelka.com

